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Our newest, youngest, and formerly smallest member of the PrideRock family is growing like a weed! Kyndl is known by the nickname, “Little Chuffer,” by our volunteers, due to his enthusiastic greeting toward anyone who approaches his enclosure. He is healthy and thriving, and at 7 months old, weighing in at 111 lbs! Kyndl is playful and loves attention, ALL the attention, any attention! We are thrilled to be able to watch him grow and learn and play, and to share all of his growing up phases with you.
Seasons change, and this year, so did some of the familiar faces around PrideRock. This fall we said goodbye to our animal keeper and groundskeeper and welcomed two new members to the PRWR family. Bruce Lewis came on as our new animal keeper and Steven Hagy has joined us as groundskeeper. These two make a great team and we are excited to have them as a part of our PRWR family. These hardworking gentleman can be found doing everything from prepping meals and feeding the animals, to repairing enclosures, to raking leaves and keeping our East Texas wildlife oasis pristine and running flawlessly.
If you’ve ever wondered how to join our team in caring for the animals, or ways to support the mission of PRWR when donations aren’t an option, today might be your lucky day! There are many ways to become involved with our cause. Because we are completely nonprofit, our staff is small and each team member wears many hats. We are always looking for volunteers to help with tasks from care and feeding of the animals, to social media management, grant writing, in-person events, and more. If you’ve got a skill set, you can be a benefit to our beloved animals!

We also have a rotating cast of students in zoology, biology, or related animal science fields in our internship programs. Internships run seasonally on 90 day programs. Our interns live on-site while learning the care, feeding, and daily maintenance of our animals.

If you’re interested in joining our intern or volunteer programs, please visit the “Opportunities” section of our website at PrideRock.org. Applications and accompanying forms can be sent by mail or emailed to awynn@priderock.org.
SUPPORT PRWR THE FREE & EASY WAY

There are still more ways to help support our mission! If you follow along with PRWR on social media, liking and sharing our content helps raise awareness and reach new audiences who can share in our wildlife rescue mission. You can leave a review of our work on our Facebook, Mightycause.com, and Google.com. Your words of faith in us help others to trust our commitment to our animals and our mission. This is the easiest and fastest way to help us boost our signal, and it’s totally free! We appreciate each and every person who has given their time to make us more visible and ensured new followers that we are committed and trustworthy.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
SPRING WORKSHOP

We still have a very limited number of spots available for our Spring Workshop with "Critter Doc" Andrea Sobotka. Join us as she leads us through the deep connections of Spirit Animal Wisdom in the tranquil, peaceful space provided by PrideRock Wildlife Refuge. Details and registration at sprirtanimalwisdom.com